
 

HOMEWARD/HOMEWARDS 

HOMEWARD BOUND/HOMEWARD-BOUND/HOMEWARDBOUND 

 

Highly irregular.  3 instances of homewards (out of 21), always used as an adverb (See: AF-TSR01, OIMSPR-1, 

AF-MS-01).  8 uses of homeward when NOT part of the phrase "homeward bound"; thrice as an adverb (See: NN-

MS-04, OIMSPR-1, RESTR25), 5 times as an adjective (See: NN-MS-02 .p27; NN-MS-02, .p28; SES-MS-1; 

POMTSU-2; EOT-MS-3).  7 instances (out of 10) of the phrase "homeward bound" as 2 words.  1 instance of 

"homewardbound" as 1 word, no hyphen (See: LJ-MS-09); 1 instance of "homeward-bound" as 1 word, with 

hyphen (See: HD-TSR-1); and 1 instance of "homeward-/bound" with hyphen, but EOL. 

 

 

AF-TSR01, .p15 

Almayer stepped homewards with long strides and mind 

uneasy. 

 

YTH-MS-1, .p50 

O! Youth! 

The night was In the morning a 

homeward bound ship passed us hull 

down, the first we had seen for months. 

 

NN-MS-04, .p106 

Rapid and white she ran homeward in a straight path under a blue sky and upon 

the great plain of a blue sea.  

 

VICTPR34, .p331 

The late 

Morrison too was a man of forty three when he and Berg shook hands together 

.p331 

for the last time (on the deck of a homeward bound P & O steamer) He had 

not been on the north side of the Suez Canal for a good eighteen years at 

least.  

 

CHNTYR23, .p85 

It was gloomy weather; dead head wind, blowing 

quite half a gale; the Ferndale under reduced sail, was 

stretching close hauled across the track of the homeward- 

bound ships, just moving through the water and no more, since 

there was no object in pressing her and the weather looked 

threatening.  

 

PR4TSR-1, .p25 

However, we effected our hair's breadth escape into Italy and, reaching  

   [FALSE PARAGRAPH: DELETE] Genoa, took passage in a Dutch mail-steamer, homeward bound from Java, 

with London as a port of call.  

 

PR4-MS-1, .p34 

Finally 

we were allowed to escape to Italy and 

in Genoa embarked in a Dutch mailboat 

homeward bound from Java with London 

as a port of call.  

 

NN-MS-02, .p27 

On the homeward trip according to an old custom of the sea the chief 

officer takes the first night watch -- from eight till midnight. 

 



NN-MS-02, .p28 

The first busy 

day of a homeward passage was sinking into the dull peace 

of resumed routine.  

 

OIMSPR-1, .p7 

Willems walked homewards 

following the line of low walls overtopped by the 

luxuriant vegetation of the front gardens.  

 

OIMSPR-1, .p12 

   Willems walked on homeward weaving the 

splendid web of his future.  

 

RESTR25, .p45 

The sampan-men sculling lazily homeward past the black hull 

of the brig at anchor cold hear far into the night the drawl 

of the New England voice escaping through the lifted panes of 

the cabin skylight.  

 

LJ-MS-09, .p225 

Hundred of eyes 

stared at a homewardbound 

French gunboat that had swept 

slightly out of her course to find 

out what was the matter with 

that steamer so much out of trim 

and with a signal of distress 

flying at the main gaff.  

 

SL-MSY-1, .p11 

   No homeward bound mail-boat 

was due for 3 or 4 days.  

 

SES-MS-1, .p3 

Above this level, corresponding 

in their 

insignificance to the islets 

of the sea, rose two clumps 

of trees, one on each side of 

the only fault in the 

impeccable joint, of that floor, which was 

.p3 

the mouth of the river Menony we 

had just left on the first 

preparatory stage of the homeward 

journey, a white metallic cold bit 

inset between the warm brown stints and 

the unvaried blue.  

 

POMTSU-2, .p102 

{cop}The Moorsoms managed to catch the homeward mail boat 

all right but had only twenty-four hours in town.  

 

EOT-MS-3, .p92 

So it shall but if 

you don't take this chance 

away you go assisted passage 



by the first homeward steamer that 

comes a long.  

 

HD-MS-01, .p57 

In the buzz of flies the homeward bound agent was lying 

flushed and insensible; the other bent over 

his books was making correct entries of 

perfectly correct transactions, and fifty 

.p58 

feet below the doorstep I could see the 

still tree-tops of the grove of death.  

 

HD-TSR-1, .p34 

In the steady buzz of 

flies the homeward-bound agent was lying flushed and insensible; 

the other bent over his books was making correct entries of 

perfectly correct transactions; and fifty feet below the doorstep I 

.p35 

could see the still tree-tops of the grove of death.  

 

AF-MS-01, .p19 

    Almayer stepped homewards 

with long strides and mind uneasy.  

 

MEMTSR-1, .p17 

In the Channel and between the chops of 

the Channel and the Western Islands, (either homeward or outward 

bound) on the first appearance of thick weather with a moderate sea it was a 

standing order that the officer of the watch immediately after 

calling the captain was to swing these boats outboard ready for lowering.  

 

 


